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ABSTRACT

The airborne imagery consisting of infrared (IR) and multispectral (MSI) images
collected in 2009 under airborne mine and minefield detection program by Night Vision
and Electronic Sensors Directorate (NVESD) was found to be severely blurred due to
relative motion between the camera and the object and some of them with defocus blurs
due to various reasons. Automated detection of blur due to motion and defocus blurs and
the estimation of blur like point spread function for severely degraded images is an
important task for processing and detection in such airborne imagery. Although several
full reference and reduced reference methods are available in the literature, using no
reference methods are desirable because there was no information of the degradation
function and the original image data. In this thesis, three no reference algorithms viz.
Haar wavelet (HAAR), modified Haar using singular value decomposition (SVD), and
intentional blurring pixel difference (IBD) for blur detection are compared and their
performance is qualified based on missed detections and false alarms. Three human
subjects were chosen to perform subjective testing on randomly selected data sets and the
“truth” for each frame was obtained from majority voting. The modified Haar algorithm
(SVD) resulted in the least number of missed detections and least number of false alarms.
This thesis also evaluates several methods for estimating the point spread function (PSF)
of these degraded images. The Auto-correlation function (ACF), Hough transform
(Hough) and steer Gaussian filter (SGF) based methods were tested on several
synthetically motion blurred images and further validated on naturally blurred images.
Statistics of pixel error estimate using these methods were computed based on 8640
artificially blurred image frames.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Images in the real world are subject to various forms of degradation during image
capture, acquisition, storage, transmission and reproduction [1]. There are several
attributes in images including blur, noise, contrast and saturation, which are directly
related to above degradations. The task of an automated image quality inspection system
is to make a reliable decision on image quality in near real time with minimum human
involvement.
In general, image quality measures can be classified into subjective or objective
techniques. Subjective evaluation of image quality is costly and time consuming and the
outcome of such an experiment would also depend on viewing conditions [3]. Unlike
subjective metrics, objective image quality metrics are faster and can produce immediate
results [3] while requiring minimum human involvement. Objective techniques can be
further classified into full-reference (FR), reduced-reference (RR) and no-reference (NR).
In many situations, it is difficult to have a reference image to evaluate the image quality
and NR methods for image quality evaluation are highly desired.
NR methods have been studied broadly in two major classes, namely the spatial
domain and the frequency domain techniques. Spatial domain techniques concentrate on
studying the change in behavior of high contrast sharp features of the image such as
edges, corners, and textures that undergo significant changes during image degradation.
Frequency domain techniques concentrate on evaluating the statistical features of the
power spectrum of the image.
This thesis conducted a careful review of several image quality metrics including
the No Reference assessment of blur and noise impacts on Image Quality (NRIQ) [3],
Image and Video Quality Assessment (IVQA) [1], Blind Image Quality Assessment
[33], Image Quality Assessment (IQA) based on human visual system (HVS ) [31], and
Image Quality Metrics (IQM) [32].
Selected methods were applied to the blur detection of mid wave infrared
(MWIR) and multispectral imagery (MSI) images collected by the Night Vision and
Electronics Sensors Directorate (NVESD) in 2009. The modified Haar algorithm
incorporating singular value decomposition (SVD) resulted in the least number of missed
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detections and minimal number of false alarms. The Haar algorithm (HAAR) based
detection results were compared with the modified Haar algorithm (SVD) and the
intentional blurring pixel difference algorithm (IBD).

1.1 IMAGE BLUR DETECTION
Before attempting to process the image for any useful information, it is critical to
ascertain that the image being processed is of good quality. Among several quality
attributes including blur, noise, contrast and saturation, image blur deteriorates high
frequency contents in the image thereby making the image unworthy for any useful
information retrieval. Incorporating image blur detection in a camera will help discard
bad image data at the source itself. Image blur detection for general purpose images is a
challenging problem. Two primary sources for blur are relative motion between the
camera and the object and poor focus. The purpose of a blur detection system is to
eliminate missed detections while achieving a low false alarm rate.
For this study, various blur detection algorithms were analyzed [7, 34, 35, 36, 6,
26, 37]. In particular a perceptual no-reference blur metric was studied [4] in which the
authors have arrived at a global blur metric by studying the edge blurring in the spatial
domain. In this algorithm, all the vertical edges are found in the image and then
horizontal start and end indices of each vertical edge are located. The difference between
these horizontal locations gives the edge width which is defined as a local blur measure
for that particular vertical edge. A global measure is then obtained by averaging all the
local blur measures. The success of this algorithm would largely depend on the quality of
detected edges and the number of edges detected. The drawback with this method is the
presence of noise in the image might be detected as false edges thereby leading to false
estimation. Also, this method is likely more suitable for scenes with manmade objects
and less effective for natural ones.
Another blur detection technique is an extrema analysis of the image in the spatial
domain [6] which is an NR approach. The method performs a raster scan on the image
and counts the number of minima. If the number of minima’s are large, then the image is
likely to be blurred since the loss of information in edges during an image blur often
results in more minima values. The decision is arrived at by studying the statistical
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features of the histograms of different extremas. However, a training database is required
in order to arrive at a reliable decision since the distributions of the extremas are highly
dependent on the type of the scene.
A global blur metric based no-reference approach was studied that exploited the
information content in the image using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [5].
Histograms of selected frequency contents in all 8X8 DCT blocks of the image gives an
overall measure of the edge sharpness for the image. The blurred images have all of their
high frequency DCT coefficients set close to zero irrespective of the content of the
image. The number of zeros or near zero values in the histogram gives an estimate of blur
in the image. As noted by the authors, this algorithm doesn’t work well for overilluminated and uniform background images due to little contribution of the blocks to the
overall estimate of the image blur.
A rule based direct method of blur detection was proposed in [7] based on the
Wavelet transform. This scheme uses a Haar Wavelet transform to detect the edge type
and sharpness by exploiting the fact that local maxima of a wavelet transform detects the
location of irregular features in the image. When the ratio of the sum of Dirac-Structure
and Astep-Structure edge points to the total number of edge points in the image is greater
than a threshold value, the image is considered to be un-blurred. In [7] the authors also
present an algorithm to calculate the blur extent which can be used as a confidence
measure to the blur decision. However, the drawback is a hard threshold value was
imposed while deciding the edge map of the image. Any ambiguity in the threshold
directly affects the decision.

1.2 BLUR PARAMETER ESTIMATION
After determining whether an image is blurred or not it is important to evaluate
the image’s Point Spread Function (PSF) to estimate the degree of degradation for further
image restoration. Depending on the type of degradation, the blur may be parameterized
differently. In the case of a motion blurred image this estimate gives the number of pixels
in the blur and the blur direction. However, in the case of defocus blur the PSF is
parameterized by the radius of the circle of confusion. Due to uncertain, short lived
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nature of the degradation process and due to the loss of information due to the blurring,
the PSF recovery problem is an ill-posed problem [2].
The study of PSF estimation follows different approaches for motion blur and
defocus blur images because motion blur and defocus blur have different frequency
responses and hence different degradation functions. However, it is to be noted that both
motion and out of focus blurs have the same effect of degrading the original images. The
linear motion blur gives rise to parallel dominant lines in the frequency domain whereas
out of focus blur gives rise to concentric circles in the frequency domain.
The motivation towards identification of the point spread function as mentioned
in [8] was driven by inspecting the location of the frequency domain zeros. PSFs for
motion and defocus blurs exhibit a unique behavior in that zeroes will become prominent
in the frequency domain. Blur identification using spectral nulls that exploit the use of
power spectrum and power cepstrum were studied [9]. The bispectrum is not affected by
the presence of additive Gaussian noise. The estimation of motion blur is obtained by
finding the first prominent local minimum for bispectrum whereas a global maximum
estimate is used in case of bicepstrum. However, the drawback as mentioned by the
authors is that this method fails to identify blur parameters at low Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) or when the blur size is small.
Autocorrelation based PSF estimation for motion blurred images was proposed in
[10]. This algorithm aims at extracting a blurred edge from the image by evaluating the
phase gradient of the image. Then, an autocorrelation matrix is obtained on the extracted
block and a contour of the autocorrelation matrix is drawn. The trace of the peak of the
autocorrelation matrix is used to arrive at the direction of blur. A first order backward
difference equation is evaluated on the trace of the peak of the autocorrelation points
from which the number of pixels in blur due to motion can be obtained. A major
advantage of this method as mentioned by the authors is that the autocorrelation not only
preserves the motion characteristics but also is immune to noise.
Yet another autocorrelation based PSF estimation method was proposed by the
authors in [11]. The PSF estimation consists of first determining the motion direction and
then the pixel blur. First, an approximation of the image derivative in a particular
direction is obtained and then the total intensity of an image in this particular direction is
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calculated by summing the absolute values of all pixels. The direction in which the total
intensity of the absolute values of the image derivative is lowest gives the blur direction.
A digital autocorrelation function (ACF) to the image derivative lines in the identified
motion direction is now calculated and the average of the ACF is obtained. The distance
between the zero shift point and the minimum of the averaged ACF gives the blur extent
in terms of number of pixels. However, as mentioned in [11], this method works well
only when the relative homogeneity of the PSF is greater than unity. Also, any error in
estimating the motion direction will directly affect the blur extent calculation.
The Hough transform based PSF estimation for motion blurred images using the
log spectrum of the blurred images was presented in [12]. The authors motivate the idea
of identifying the motion direction by arguing that the spectrum of a non-blurred sharp
image is isotropic whereas the same for a motion blurred image is anisotropic. Therefore,
the spectrum of a motion blurred image is expected to be biased in a direction
perpendicular to the direction of blur. The Hough transform is used to obtain the
accumulator array from the binarized log spectrum image. The blur direction is obtained
by locating the maximum value of this accumulator array. To calculate the blur length,
the binarized log spectrum is rotated in the direction opposite to the identified motion
blur. Averaging the rotated image along columns and taking the IFFT and locating the
first negative value gives the blur length. However, an obvious drawback of this
technique is that any error in the estimation of the blur angle would result in erroneous
detection of the blur length. Another chance of erroneous result will be due to
binarization of the log spectrum of the blurred image based on a threshold value.
Additionally, this threshold will be different for different images and therefore a global
measure will be needed to arrive at the correct estimate of the blur extent.
A frequency response based motion blur parameter estimation was proposed in
[13] which uses a Gabor filter to estimate the angle and a neural network based training
method to obtain the blur length. A two dimensional Gabor filter at different orientations
is convolved with the log spectrum of the blurred image to obtain the response
corresponding to different frequencies and orientations. For each orientation, the L 2 norm
of the convolved image is calculated. The angle corresponding to the highest L 2 norm
gives the blur direction. Radial basis function based neural network approach was
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proposed to obtain the blur length. However, training the neural network is a necessary
part of this work.
Out of focus blur PSF estimation works in a manner similar to the motion blur
case. However, it is to be noted that the frequency domain behavior of a defocus blur is
very different from a motion blur. A Circular Hough Transform based defocus blur PSF
estimation technique was proposed by [14]. This is a rule based algorithm that takes the
log spectrum of the blurred image as input and computes the Circular Hough Transform
(CHT). The blur radius R is then calculated by using a Lagrange polynomial mentioned
in [14]. Although this algorithm is relatively straightforward and computationally simple,
there is a price to be paid. As mentioned in [14], this method works only for noisy images
with SNR greater than or equal to 55 dB.
A noise independent out of focus blur PSF estimation was addressed in [15]. The
out of focus blur is estimated using an iterative approach that requires two rough
estimates of the blur factor. This algorithm approximates the frequency response of the
out of focus blur as Bessel function and uses a Wiener filter to restore the degraded image
using two different radii. However, to use this method we need to know the type of the
degradation function to get a close estimate of the out of focus blur.
A bispectrum based defocus PSF estimation was proposed in [16]. Their work is
motivated by locating the zero crossings of the blurred image. However, if the blurred
image is also corrupted by noise, then identifying those zero crossing points would be
very difficult in the Fourier spectrum. In order to overcome that, this work evaluates the
blurred image in the bispectrum transform domain instead of the conventional Fourier
transform domain. The advantage of using a bispectrum transformation is that it
suppresses signals that do not have more than two moments. Since Gaussian noise
doesn’t have more than two moments, this algorithm is immune to images corrupted with
Gaussian noise. The bispectrum transform of each 1-D sub-segment is a 2D matrix, so the
computational cost is relatively high.
A gradient vector based PSF estimation for out of focus images is presented in
[17]. This work is based on calculating the gradient vector’s logarithm amplitude
spectrum in the polar domain and then suppressing the gradient vector fluctuation due to
noise by using a Mean Filter Variable Window (MFVW). Then the COC radius is
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estimated based on applying a weighted mean comb filter on the obtained peaks from the
gradient vector. The major advantage of this work mentioned by the authors is that the
estimation of the out of focus blur radius is very effective even in a high noise
environment. However, the drawback also mentioned by the authors is that when the
blurring radius is very small in low frequency images, then the noise dominates the
minima’s thereby resulting in poor detections.
A Wavelet based PSF estimation for out of focus blurred images is presented in
[18]. This algorithm studies the sharpness of the sharpest edges in the image by working
out a smoothness measure using the Lipschitz exponent. The authors have showed a
relationship between the Gaussian noise variance and the magnitude of the Lipschitz
exponent and argue that such a relationship depends only on the image blur. So, when the
magnitude of Lipschitz exponent is high, Gaussian noise variance will be high and so is
the image blur. The estimation proceeds by calculating the center of gravity (CG) of the
significant edges of the image. The PSF estimation of this method is applicable for
vertical edges only.

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS
Section 1 presents a detailed literature review of the generalized problem of image
quality detection, blur detection techniques and PSF estimation algorithms. Section 2
presents the details of implementation of three different blur detections algorithms, viz.
Haar wavelet based blur detection (HAAR), modified blur detection using singular value
decomposition (SVD), and intentional blurring pixel difference based blur detection
(IBD). Results obtained on a comprehensive test on IR and MSI images are also tabulated
in Section 2. In Section 3, point spread function estimation of motion blurred images
using the auto-correlation method and Hough transform based methods were studied. The
details of the respective algorithms are presented and tests were conducted by artificially
blurring images by a given length in a given direction. Section 4 presents the conclusions
and suggestions for future work.
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2. BLUR DETECTION
2.1 IMAGE DEGRADATION PROCESS
The image degradation process can be expressed using a linear relationship as
described in [19] and the following relationship holds good
g ( x, y)  f ( x, y)* h( x, y)  ( x, y)

(2.1)

where, g ( x, y) is the degraded image in spatial domain, f ( x, y) is the uncorrupted
original image in the spatial domain, h( x, y) is the point spread function that caused the
degradation and  ( x, y) is the additive noise.
In order to develop reliable blur detection it is important to understand the image
degradation process. Degradation functions may be due to camera motion or defocus
blur. Noise in the image is unavoidable as the sources of noise mostly stem from the
imaging process itself and may be due to the imaging process (quantization effects), dark
current, and others. For all practical purposes image noise is usually approximated to be
white Gaussian.
The noise and degradation function have contradicting effects on the image
spectrum. Noise often introduces additive broad band signals in the image data. Most
degradation functions have the effect of averaging out the image data and act as a low
pass filter.
Blurring happens when each pixel in the image gets spread over the surrounding
pixels. This spreading process is more often referred to as a smearing out around the
neighboring pixels. Thus, the blurred image now has pixels that are affected due to this
smearing process. An image blur is represented as a mathematical convolution between
the source image and the point spread function which is known as the blurring kernel.
Motion blur is caused by the relative motion between the object and the camera.
The image so obtained contains an integration of pixel intensities that moved during the
period of exposure governed by the camera’s shutter speed. A motion blurred image is
easily identifiable to human eyes because such an image will be clearly blurred or
smeared in the direction of motion. The PSF estimation of the motion blurred image will
help identify the number of pixels by which motion happened and the direction of the
blur.
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Images that are captured due to a poor convergence of light from an object on the
image sensor plane results in what is known as out-of-focus or defocus blur. In optics,
focus is defined as the point where the light rays that might be coming from a point
source will converge. The effect of a defocus blur on an image will cause the pixel
intensities to be scattered around its neighbors in a circle. The center of such a circle is
called the Center of Confusion (COC). PSF recovery of an image blurred with out-offocus blur will work on estimating the radius of this COC.
Some examples of motion blurred and focal blurred image is shown in Figure 2.1
and Figure 2.2, respectively.

Figure 2.1 A motion blurred image

Figure 2.2 A defocus blurred image

2.2 WAVELET APPROACH TO BLUR DETECTION
The idea of using a wavelet transform approach for blur detection was published
by Tong et al. in [7]. The fundamental principle behind this approach is examining the
edge sharpness level to arrive at a decision. Wavelet theory has proved to be an excellent
mathematical tool for the analysis of singularities like edges in images and subsequently
for edge detection. The ability of the wavelet transform to characterize the local
regularity functions is a very important property [20]. In [20], a relationship is obtained
between the geometric properties of the edges and Lipschitz exponent in the form of
equation (2.2).
f ( x1 , y1 )  f ( x2 , y2 )  K ( x1  x2  y1  y2 ) /2 , x1  x2  0, y1  y2  0
2

2

(2.2)
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where, f ( x, y) is the original image data and ( x1 , y1 ) and ( x2 , y2 ) correspond to two
different points in the image, α is the edge sharpness factor and K is a numerical
constant.
It is shown that the value of exponent α in equation (2.2) plays a critical role in
determining the singularity of a signal, and categorizing the edges into three basic
geometric structures namely (1) step structure edges with α=0 , (2) roof structure edges
with α=1, and (3) dirac structure edges with α= -1. These three basic edges structures
have been dealt with in detail with regard to Lipschitz exponent α and wavelet transform
[7].
The Step-structure edges are further classified into Astep-structure and Gstepstructure edges based on whether change of pixel intensity is gradual or abrupt. A
graphical description of different types of edges as mentioned in [7] is presented in
Figure 2.3.

f ( x)

f ( x)

f ( x)

x

x

(a) Roof structure

(b) Dirac structure

f ( x)

f ( x)

x
(c) A-step structure

f ( x)

x
(d) G-step structure

Figure 2.3 Different types of edge profiles in typical images
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The x-axis in the edge types represents the co-ordinate direction x and the y-axis
represents the corresponding edge profile f ( x) . Gstep and Roof type edge structure have
a parameter α (Lipschitz exponent) that is directly proportional to the sharpness level of
the edge. In the event of an image blur, irrespective of the fact that the blur was caused
due to motion or out of focus, all the Dirac and Astep edges disappear and both the Gstep
and Roof type edge structure lose their sharpness.
A simplified overview of the blur detection scheme as presented in [7] is given in
the form of a flow chart in Figure 2.4.

Input Image

Haar Wavelet

Edge type analysis

Blurred or Not?

Edge sharpness analysis

Blur extent

Figure 2.4 Overall view of blur detection using wavelet transform

2.3 BLUR EFFECT ON DIFFERENT TYPES OF EDGES
In equation (2.1), Haar algorithm has assumed the noise term  ( x, y) can be
neglected. Then (2.1) becomes
g ( x, y)  f ( x, y)* h( x, y)

(2.3)

The effect of blur on different edge structures is given in Table 2.1. The Haar algorithm
in [7] has taken advantage of the ability of Haar wavelet transform to distinguish different
edge types and also presented a method to recover the sharpness measure of a blurred
image.
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Table 2.1 Overview of the effect of blur on different edge types
Original

After Blur

Change in α

Dirac Structure

Roof type Structure

N/A

Astep Structure

Gstep Structure

N/A

Gstep Structure

Gstep Structure

Decrease

Roof type Structure

Roof type Structure

Decrease

Without losing focus on image blur detection the next step is to study the
characteristics of Haar wavelet which makes it such a powerful tool for image analysis.

2.4 HAAR WAVELET TRANSFORM
Let us consider a 1D image with just 4 pixels [9 7 3 5]. Now, the first low
resolution image can be obtained by pair wise averaging giving [8 4]. There is a reduction
of 50% image data as evident from the fact that there are only two pixels instead of the
original four pixels. Certainly there is loss of information. These two pixels so obtained
are called the approximation coefficients of the original image. In order to recover the
original four pixels, the detail coefficient needs to be stored in some form. The first detail
coefficient is one so that seven is one more than the first approximation coefficient and
one less than nine. Similarly, a second detail coefficient value of negative one leads to
recovering the third and fourth pixel of the original image. Table 2.2 gives the detail and
approximation coefficients for this example.

Table 2.2 Decomposition and approximation/detail coefficients
Resolution scale Average Detail coefficients
4

[9 7 3 5]

2

[8 4]

[1 -1]

1

[6]

[2]
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This process of recursively computing the approximation and detail coefficients
by the method of averaging and differencing is called the filter bank. The ability to view
the image at any given scale is the basis of Haar Wavelet Transform (HWT).
The interest to use wavelet transform for edge detection stems from its ability to
perform multi-resolution processing. Multi-resolution in image processing refers to the
ability to apply the image into different scales depending upon the level of detail
required. The use of the wavelet transform refers to both detail and approximation
coefficients. The approximation subsignal gives the general trend of the pixels [23] like
mean intensity values whereas the three detail coefficients represent the horizontal,
vertical and diagonal details in the subimage.
The motivation towards using wavelet transforms for image processing
applications is its ability to preserve the temporal information while performing
frequency domain analysis which is however not possible by using the Fourier transform.
Haar transform on the other hand is simple and easy to use owing to its processing speed
and is also the simplest known orthonormal wavelet [22]. The Haar transform in its basic
form can be expressed as
T  WFW

(2.4)

where, F is the original N  N image matrix, W is the N  N transformation matrix and
T is the resulting N  N transform. The Haar function is discontinuous and therefore not
differentiable. The Haar function is both separable and symmetric [22]. The Haar basis
functions in the most general form is given as [22]

w0 ( z )  w00 ( z ) 

1
, z  [0,1]
N

(2.5)

The 2-D Haar basis functions as mentioned in [24] is given by
wuv ( x, y)  wu ( x)wv ( y)

w0 (i)  w0,0 (i) 

1
; for 1  i  N
N

(2.6)
(2.7)
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q  1/ 2
 p /2 q  1
2 , 2 p N  i  2 p N

1  p /2 q  1/ 2
q
wk (i )  wp ,q (i ) 
N i p N
2 ,
p
2
2
N
0, otherwise for 1  i  N


p, q such that k  2 p  q, for 1  k  N

(2.8)

(2.9)

In the above equation p and q correspond to scale (dilation) and translation in
wavelet terms [24]. A simple 2  2 Haar transformation matrix W2 is given by

1/ 2
W2 = 
1/ 2


1/ 2 

1/ 2 

(2.10)

In general 2D Haar matrix is given by,
 w0,0

W
w
 N 1,0

w0, N 1 


wN 1, N 1 

(2.11)

The local statistics of a HWT function are relatively constant and can be easily
modeled [22]. Having many values close to zero makes it an excellent candidate for
image compression [22]. Both coarse and fine resolution approximation images can be
extracted from the DWT image. The HWT has a poor energy compaction but its high
spatial localization is an important feature that makes it so widely useful [23]. The next
section deals with edge detection using HWT.

2.5 EDGE DETECTION USING HWT
The basis of blur detection proposed by [7] stems from the edge content analysis
of the input frame. The HWT is computed on the input image and the decomposition
level is set to 3. The outcome of such a transform will lead to a pyramid like structure as
shown in Figure 2.5. Computing the HWT with the decomposition level set to three
results in three images at three different scales. The next step is to construct the edge map
at each scale as given by equation (2.12).

Emapi (k , l )  ( LHi2 (k , l )  HL2i (k , l )  HHi2 (k , l ))

(2.12)
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where LH i (k , l ) refers to horizontal low pass and vertical high pass (vertical
information), HLi (k , l ) refers to horizontal high pass and vertical low pass (horizontal
information) and HH i (k , l ) refers to horizontal high pass and vertical high pass (diagonal
information). Edge maps at the same three scales were constructed based on the above
formulation.

LL3 HL3
HL2
LH3
LH2

HH3

HL1: Horizontal detail
HH2

LH1 : Vertical detail

HH1: Diagonal detail

Figure 2.5 Pyramid structure of Haar decomposition
After constructing the edge map, the next step is to partition the edge map and
locate the local maxima in each window. For this purpose, three mask sizes were used:
2  2 , 4  4 and 8  8 . The outcome of such a maxima finding is denoted as Emaxi where

“ i ” denotes the corresponding scale number 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The edge map is
partitioned and windowed with the above mentioned mask to arrive at Emaxi image. A
non maximum suppression algorithm [30] has been used in this thesis. One can say that
the larger the Emaxi , the larger the edge strength is. If Emaxi (k , l ) > threshold , then the
location (k , l ) is categorized as an edge pixel.
In order to account for the varying image data characteristic, the threshold was
obtained by convolving each frame of the image data with a Laplacian mask as given in
Figure 2.6. Thanks to its second derivative characteristics, the Laplacian mask results in a
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response that is rotation invariant [22] and hence gives the same response irrespective of
the direction of the edge. The threshold was then obtained on each frame by calculating
the mean absolute intensity of the convolved image and multiplying by a factor of 5. The
blur threshold for the entire data set was then obtained by calculating the median of all
such threshold values.
0
-0.25
0

-0.25
1

0
-0.25

-0.25

0

Figure 2.6 Laplacian mask for threshold detection
2.6 HAAR WAVELET BLUR DETECTION ALGORITHM
The algorithm details mentioned in [7] are given below in the form of 5 rules. The
5 rules mentioned below were implemented with certain modifications in threshold
calculations.
1. If Emax1 (k , l ) > threshold (OR) Emax2 (k , l ) > threshold (OR) Emax3 (k , l )
> threshold , then (k , l ) is an edge point.
2. For any edge point (k , l ) if Emax1 (k , l ) > Emax2 (k , l ) > Emax3 (k , l ) , then
(k , l ) is a Dirac-Structure or Astep-Structure.

3. For any edge point (k , l ) , if Emax1 (k , l ) < Emax2 (k , l ) < Emax3 (k , l ) then (k , l ) ,
is a Roof-Structure or Gstep-Structure.
4. For any edge point (k , l ) , if Emax2 (k , l ) > Emax1 (k , l ) AND Emax2 (k , l ) >
Emax3 (k , l ) , (k , l ) is a Roof-Structure.

5. For any Gstep-Structure or Roof-Structure edge point (k , l ) , if Emax1 (k , l ) <

threshold , (k , l ) is more likely to be in a blurred image.
Based on the above 5 rules, Haar algorithm for blur detection as presented in [7]
is given below.
1. Calculate the edge map and obtain the local maxima on the edge map image
at each of the 3 decomposition levels viz. i=1,2,3.
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2. Use Rule1 to obtain all the edge points and count the sum total of all such
edge points across the 3 decomposition levels. Denote the total number thus
obtained as N edge
3. Use Rule2 to find all Dirac-Structure and Astep-Structure edge points. Let

N da be the total number of them
4. Use Rule3 and Rule4 to find all Roof-Structure and Gstep-Structure edge
points. Let N rg be the total number of them
5. Use Rule5 to find all Roof-Structure and GStep-Structure edge points that
have lost their sharpness. Denote the total number thus obtained as Nbrg
6. Calculate the ratio of Dirac-Structure and Astep-Structure to all the edges
Per  Nda / Nedge

(2.13)

7. If Per  MinZero , judge that the image is un-blurred and vice versa, where

MinZero is a positive number close to zero. A MinZero value of 0.05 was
used in this work.
8. Calculate how many Roof-Structure and Gstep-Structure edges are blurred
and hence obtain an estimate of blur extent given by
BlurExtent  Nbrg / Nrg

(2.14)

A confidence estimate of the blur decision is given by the BlurExtent .

2.7 HAAR ALGORITHM ON SHARP AND BLURRED FRAMES
Sample blurred and sharp images used for testing Haar algorithm is shown in
Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8, respectively. The original image size used was 640  512
pixels.
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Figure 2.7 Blurred frame

Figure 2.8 Sharp frame

A summary of edges identified by Haar algorithm on each of the images of Figure
2.7 and Figure 2.8 is tabulated in Table 2.3. It can be seen from Table 2.3 that both the
total number of edges detected ( N edge ) and the number of Dirac or Astep structure edges (

N da ) for the blurred image is less than the sharp image. Also, the blur factor ( Per ) for
the sharp image is much higher than the threshold value of 0.05 thereby classifying the
frame in Figure 2.8 as a sharp image. The distribution of Haar blur factor Per for data
collection 15_49 IR data is given in Figure 2.9.
The chart in Figure 2.9 conveys that a large number of frames resulted in a Per
value between 0.04 – 0.07.Also very few frames resulted in a Per > 0.07 which leads to
believe that the sharpest frames had a Per value close to 0.07. However, a good number
of frames were detected with Per < 0.01 thereby leading to believe that the blurriest
frames had Per close to 0.

Table 2.3 Haar algorithm detection statistics on sample blurred and sharp frames
Parameter
N edge

Blurred image Sharp image
11527
14465

N da

528

1122

N rg

11517

14372

Nbrg

10773

12916

0.0458
Per
Classification Blurred

0.0776
Not blurred
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Distribution of Haar blur factor for a given collection
200
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0.07
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0.09

Figure 2.9 Distribution of Haar blur factor (Per)
Some of the sample missed detections and false alarms reported by Haar
algorithm are shown in Figures 2.10 and Figure 2.11, respectively. In the case of example
missed detections shown in Figure 2.10, it can be seen that there are a number of
transitions from high gray level intensity to low gray level intensities thereby resulting in
false edge detection and hence resulting in a high value of Per thereby reporting a
missed detection.
On the other hand, the example images shown in Figure 2.11 have a rather smooth
trend throughout the image data. As a result, the number of edges detected is small and
thereby resulting in a lower Per value and hence reporting false alarms. Missed
detections and false alarm statistics using Haar algorithm for Figure 2.10(a) and Figure
2.11(a) are given in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 Haar algorithm missed detections/false alarms statistics
Parameter
N edge

Blurred image Sharp image
2293
6521

N da

183

182

N rg

2286

6520

Nbrg

2062

6373

0.0798
Per
Classification Sharp

0.0279
Blurred

Figure 2.10 Sample missed detections by Haar algorithm

Figure 2.11 Sample false alarms reported by Haar algorithm

2.8 MODIFIED BLUR DETECTION ALGORITHM USING SVD
The Haar algorithm described in Section 2.6 resulted in a number of missed
detections and false alarms because the blur decision is heavily dependent on the correct
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identification of edges. Image data with a smooth trend resulted in false alarms whereas
images that were truly blurred but had sudden variation from high detail to low detail
resulted in missed detection.
When the background of any given frame is relatively constant with few sharp
features, the number of edges detected in such an image will be less. As a result, Haar
algorithm reported false alarms in those types of images. Thus, there was a need for
improvement in the Haar algorithm and a modified algorithm was developed that
exploited the concept of the singular value decomposition (SVD).
Edge detection was performed on the edge map as explained in Section 2.5 to
arrive at Emaxi where i  1, 2,3, respectively. A second order Laplacian filter mask was
convolved with the input frame for the threshold calculation for the edge detection. The
Laplacian mask used for the SVD algorithm was the same as the one used for Haar
algorithm in Figure 2.6.
The blur factor Per was then calculated by considering only the horizontal and
vertical components in the 3rd level Haar decomposition given by I 3x and I 3 y . All pixels
in Emap3 > threshold were considered strong candidates for edge pixels. The identified
edge pixels in I 3x and I 3 y are represented as I 3xedge and I 3 yedge , respectively. It is to be
noted that I 3xedge and I 3 yedge are column vectors. A 2D matrix was constructed by taking
into account only the horizontal and vertical edge locations namely I 3xedge and I 3 yedge and
labeled X. Mathematically, the matrix X can be written as
X  [ I3 xedge I3 yedge ]



1
Y   diag ( 2
)
 X

I 3 xedge  I 23 yedge 


(2.15)
(2.16)

Y can be decomposed using singular value decomposition to give the vector of
singular values, S
Y  USV T

(2.17)

Now, the image sharpness factor is given by

factor 

min(S)
max(S)

(2.18)
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The blur factor obtained is compared with a blurthreshold value to make the blur
decision on the image. In this thesis, a blurthreshold value of 0.73 was used for detecting
whether the image is a sharp image or not. The effect of blur decision was tested with
different values and with different image types. A distribution of blur factor obtained for
the same collection used for Haar algorithm collection 15_49 IR data using SVD
algorithm is given in Figure 2.12.

Distribution of SVD blur factor for a given collection
200
180
160

No. of Collections

140
120
100
80
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40
20
0
0.4

0.5

0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
Blur factor (factor) for the SVD algorithm

1

Figure 2.12 Histogram plot of SVD blur factor for a single collection
Test results of the SVD algorithm performed on sample images of Figure 2.7 and
Figure 2.8 is given in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5 SVD algorithm detection statistics on test blur and test sharp image
Parameter
Blurred Image Sharp Image
factor
0.36
0.785
Classification Blurred
Not blurred
Some of the sample missed detection and false alarms reported by SVD are
shown in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14, respectively. The SVD missed detection and false
alarm statistics for Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14 (b) are given in Table 2.6.

Figure 2.13 Sample missed detection by SVD algorithm

Figure 2.14 Sample false alarms reported by SVD algorithm
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Table 2.6 SVD algorithm missed detection and false alarm statistics
Parameter
Blurred Image
Sharp Image
factor
0.9648
0.6982
Classification Not blurred (Missed detection) Blurred (False alarm)
Since SVD algorithm inspects the singularities in the image, which are affected
on the event of an image blur, SVD resulted in the least number of false alarms and very
minimal missed detections. On careful inspection of false alarms reported by the SVD
algorithm, it was found that false alarms were due to very low contrast images or images
with linear features like the one shown in Figure 2.14. Mathematically, the difference
between the minimum of the SVD and the maximum of SVD was found to be very high,
as a result of which the ratio of minimum of SVD to the maximum of SVD resulted in a
very small value that determined the sharpness factor and thereby classifying the image
as blurred.

2.9 NO-REFERENCE PERCEPTUAL BLUR METRIC
Both the Haar and SVD algorithms are dependent on correct identification of the
edges. Edge detection involves using a threshold value to determine if a given pixel is
blurred or not. Choosing incorrect threshold values will result in poor edge detection
resulting in an incorrect blur decision. The motivation to use intentional blurring pixel
difference (IBD) algorithm is due to the fact that it doesn’t require the use of edge
detection. Another factor in considering IBD algorithm is its computational speed.
As the name states, this algorithm is based on intentional blurring of the given
image. The principle stated in [26] is straightforward in that, the intentional blurring of a
sharp image will result in huge gray scale variations. On the other hand, intentional
blurring of an already blurred image would result only in small gray scale variations. A
simplified blur estimation flow chart is given in Figure 2.15.
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Pixel difference
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neighboring pixels

Input Image

Compare
between these
two Gray scale
variations

Low pass
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Pixel difference
between
neighboring pixels

Blurred
Image

Figure 2.15 Block diagram of intentional blurring pixel difference algorithm (IBD)
The estimation proceeds by filtering the original image with horizontal low pass
and vertical low pass filters separately. The filter model that was used is given in
equations (2.19) and (2.20).
1
hv   [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]
9
hh  hvT

(2.19)
(2.20)

The reason for using a bigger filter size is to introduce significant blurring in the
given image. In the case of color images, the luminance component is extracted first. This
assumption in [26] is justified by the fact that the sharpness of any image is contained in
its gray scale components. The filtered image is obtained using

Bver  hv  F

(2.21)

Bhor  hh  F

(2.22)

F is the luminance image obtained from the input image I. The equation to extract
the luminance component F for any given RGB image is given by

F  0.299*R  0.587*G  0.114*B

(2.23)
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where, R, G, B are the red, green and blue components of the input image. To study the
gray scale variations absolute difference between the neighboring pixels are computed
that are given below.
D _ Fver (i, j )  abs( F (i, j )  F (i  1, j )) for i  1 to m  1, j  0 to n  1

(2.24)

D _ Fhor (i, j )  abs( F (i, j )  F (i, j 1)) for i  0 to m 1, j  1 to n  1

(2.25)

D _ Bver (i, j )  abs( B(i, j )  B(i 1, j )) for i  1 to m 1, j  0 to n  1

(2.26)

D _ Bhor  i, j   abs( B(i, j )  B(i, j 1)) for i  0 to m 1, j  1 to n 1

(2.27)

In equations (2.24) through (2.27), D _ Fver , D _ Fhor , D _ Bver , and D _ Bhor
signifies the absolute vertical difference of original image, horizontal difference of
original image, vertical difference of intentionally blurred image & horizontal difference
of intentionally blurred image , respectively. In order to analyze the variation of
neighboring pixels after blurring and compare with the variation of neighboring pixels
before blurring, variation absolute difference was computed given by

Vver  max  0, D _ Fver  i, j   D _ Bver i, j   for i  1 to m 1, j  1 to n 1 (2.28)
Vhor  max  0, D _ Fhor  i, j   D _ Bhor  i, j   for i  1 to m 1, j  1 to n 1 (2.29)
s _ Fver 

m 1, n 1



D _ Fver (i, j )

(2.30)

i , j 1

s _ Fhor 

m 1, n 1



D _ Fhor (i, j )

(2.31)

D _ Vver (i, j )

(2.32)

i , j 1

s _ Vver 

m 1, n 1



i , j 1

s _ Vhor 

m 1, n 1



D _ Vhor (i, j )

(2.33)

i , j 1

Equations (2.30) through (2.33) give the sum of coefficients of D _ Fver , D _ Fhor ,

D _ Vver D _ Vhor , respectively. Normalizing the above sum coefficients was done using
,
b _ Fver 

( s _ Fver  s _ Vver )
s _ Fver

(2.34)

b _ Fhor 

( s _ Fhor  s _ Vhor )
s _ Fhor

(2.35)
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The final blur estimate is given by

blur _ F  max(b _ Fver ,b _ Fhor )

(2.36)

Intuitively one can say that the higher the value of the blur estimate in equation
(2.36), it is more likely that the input image was blurred. Although [26] gives details on
calculating the blur estimate, the blur decision algorithm is not mentioned. For the current
work, a blur threshold of 0.40 was used.
IBD considers only horizontal and vertical blur. An image blurred in any other
direction might possibly be classified as a sharp image. IBD looks for high gray scale
variations between the given image and intentionally blurred image to classify the given
frame as sharp. However, when the given image is a smooth image with no sharp
features, IBD algorithm misclassified it as blurred image. IBD algorithm resulted in
maximum number of missed detections and maximum number of false alarms.
A distribution of blur factor obtained using IBD algorithm for the same collection
used for Haar algorithm collection 15_49 IR data is presented in Figure 2.16.
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Distribution of blur factor using IBD algorithm
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Figure 2.16 Histogram plot of the blur factor using IBD algorithm
A sharp image and intentionally blurred version of the sharp image are shown in
Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18. Figure 2.18 was obtained by applying a vertical low pass
filter to the sharp image of Figure 2.17. A blurred frame and intentionally blurred
version of blurred frame are shown in Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20, respectively.

Figure 2.17 Sharp image

Figure 2.18 Intentional blur on a sharp image
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Figure 2.19 Blurred image

Figure 2.20 Intentional blur on a blurred

image
Some of the sample missed detections and false alarms reported by IBD algorithm
is given in Figure 2.21 and Figure 2.22, respectively.

Figure 2.21 Sample missed detection using IBD algorithm
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Figure 2.22 Sample false alarms reported by IBD algorithm
The IBD missed detection and false alarm statistics for the image frames in Figure 2.21
and Figure 2.22 is given in Table 2.7. Since IBD algorithm strictly looks at the difference
in pixel intensities in the given image and intentionally blurred images, the image of
Figure 2.22 resulted in false alarms.

Table 2.7 IBD algorithm missed detection and false alarm statistics
Parameter
Blurred Image
Sharp Image
factor
0.0607
0.4212
Classification Not blurred (Missed detection) Blurred (False alarm)

2.10 RESULTS & PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The three blur detections described in this chapter were implemented in
MATLAB® running on Intel Core 2 Duo machine with 2.40 GHz processor with 2 GB of
RAM memory. Since there was an extensive amount of data that needed to be tested for
image blur, the detection algorithms were run in parallel in several other machines
including Intel Pentium 4 CPU, 3.20GHz processor with 2GB RAM and Intel Pentium D
core CPU with 3.40 GHz processor speed and 2GB of RAM memory. The detection
algorithms were tested on MWIR and MSI data provided by Night Vision and Electronic
Sensors Directorate (NVESD) as part of their landmine detection program. The data that
was used for this thesis was the flight data set of 2009.
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MWIR images contain only the mid wave IR band where as MSI images are multi
spectrum imagery that contain Red, Blue, and Green and near IR bands. Since MSI
contains 4 bands, the detection algorithm can be tested in any of those 4 bands. In order
to maintain uniformity band1 (near IR) was chosen across all MSI data.
The data capture effectively involved running a flight over the land mines and
capturing the image frames with the help of built in camera sensor and GPS. The flight
also collected metadata about the image frames. The metadata included location
coordinates, altitude information, time of day of the flight (night/day time) and the type
of data whether background or foreground data. Background data is of different kinds
viz. vegetation, mix, dirt and rock. A typical flight data frame capture schematic is given
in Figure 2.23.

Figure 2.23 Typical flight frame capture
A program was written to process the massive data set of 2009. The automated
program extracted the chosen data set from the database of collections and stored the
frame wise detection results in the destination location as an Excel file. The frames that
were detected as blurred were flagged as 1 and the frames that were detected as sharp
were flagged as 0. The next section presents few examples of the detections and the
summarization results follow in subsequent sections.
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The detection algorithms described in this chapter were compared against the
human subjective tests and the results of missed detections, false alarms and true
detections are given in Table 2.8 for few selected collections. Three subjects were chosen
to perform the test on randomly selected data sets. Each subject looked at each frame in
the collection and classified them as blurred or not blurred. The “truth” for each frame
was defined using majority voting and each algorithm and individual subject was
evaluated against this “truth”.

Table 2.8 Blur detection results: objective vs subjective tests
Test
method

052_02_08_41
Data: Night time IR

# of files
processed

Objective
test

HAAR
SVD
IBD
Human Subject 1
Human Subject 2
Human Subject 3

1976
1976
1976
1976
1976
1976

Test
method

051_22_26_55
Data: Day time IR

# of files
processed

Objective
test

HAAR
SVD
IBD
Human Subject 1
Human Subject 2
Human Subject 3

776
776
776
776
776
776

Subjective
test

Subjective
test

Missed
False
detections alarms
0
1
6
1
0
4

51
2
64
1
0
0

Missed
False
detections alarms
21
0
14
0
0
0

0
2
3
1
0
1

Number of
blurred
detections
84
35
92
34
34
30
Number of
blurred
detections
3
26
13
25
24
25
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Table 2.8 Blur detection results : objective vs subjective tests (contd.)
Test
method
Objective
test

052_01_15_49
Data: Night time
MSI
HAAR

# of files
processed
1847

Missed
False
detections alarms
50
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SVD
IBD
Subjective
Human Subject 1
test
Human Subject 2
Human Subject 3
Test
051_22_26_55
method Data: Day time MSI

1847
1847
1847
1847
1847
# of files
processed

4
6
23
198
2
1
4
0
1
0
Missed
False
detections alarms

Objective
test

775
775
775
775
775
775
# of files
processed

17
1
2
5
2
10
1
0
0
1
0
1
Missed
False
detections alarms

HAAR
SVD
IBD
Subjective
Human Subject1
test
Human Subject2
Human Subject3
Test
051_22_26_55
method Data: Day time MSI
Objective
test
Subjective
test

HAAR
SVD
IBD
Human Subject1
Human Subject2
Human Subject3

775
775
775
775
775
775

17
2
2
1
0
0

1
5
10
0
1
1

Number of
blurred
detections
214
159
447
156
153
156
Number of
blurred
detections
3
22
27
18
20
20
Number of
blurred
detections
3
22
27
18
20
20

From Table 2.8, it is inferred that Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based
modified detection algorithm produced the best results among the 3 algorithms under
examination. A visual comparison of Haar, SVD and IBD algorithm against human
subjective tests compared directly on the basis of number of blurred detections is given in
Figure 2.24.
It can be inferred from Figure 2.24 that the number of detections identified by
SVD closely agrees with the number detected by human subjects in this test.
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Figure 2.24 Comparison of objective algorithms vs subjective tests
A complete set of results of blur detection algorithms applied to a data set
comprising of 88 collections of both IR and MSI data provided by NVESD (2009) is
presented below. The result gives the number of detections for each algorithm. Since
“truth” data was not available for all dataset, they could not be analyzed for statistics on
false alarms and missed detections.
Collection flight day time IR data blur detection table using the 3 algorithms
mentioned in this chapter are shown in Table 2.9. Collection flight night time IR data
tested for blur using the detection algorithms described in this chapter are shown in Table
2.10. Collection flight night time II IR data blur detections are shown in Table 2.11.
Collections of night time III IR data blur detection results are given in Table 2.12.
Collection night time MSI data blur detection results are shown in Table 2.13. Collection
day time MSI data blur detection results are given in Table 2.14.
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It was observed that HAAR algorithm and SVD algorithm detected nearly same
number of blurs in the night time foreground data. The number of detections reported by
IBD was more than HAAR and SVD algorithms.
In case of day time data, the number of detections by SVD algorithm was much
less than the number of detections by HAAR and number of detections by IBD.

Table 2.9 Number of detections on daytime IR data
Collection name Number of frames HAAR SVD IBD
051_22_26_55
776
243
28
83
051_22_38_24
1152
280 106
62
051_22_50_27
1352
374 122 188
051_21_33_05
1208
209
37 126
051_21_19_58
1376
196
47
99
051_21_39_29
1648
213
30 417
051_21_45_56
1680
259
41 352
051_21_59_53
1984
352
39 304
051_21_27_02
992
100
23
92
051_22_19_49
1184
377
12
35
051_22_25_35
264
56
3
12
051_21_53_30
728
99
25 162
051_21_55_50
800
109
20 165
051_21_16_35
592
65
43
46
051_22_06_40
1632
486
31 263
051_22_12_56
1456
467
12 154
051_22_31_39
1088
296 132
58
051_22_43_44
1112
263
99
49
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Table 2.10 Number of detections on night time IR data
Collection name
052_02_22_14
052_02_08_41
052_02_15_48
052_02_29_13
052_01_57_57
052_02_03_56
052_01_42_25
052_01_49_47
052_01_28_39
052_01_15_49

Number of frames processed
1496
1976
1624
1208
1064
912
1368
1672
1688
1960

HAAR
1
36
5
66
12
6
7
114
9
145

SVD
4
35
5
68
14
5
32
119
45
196

IBD
32
92
48
43
26
22
24
102
128
300

Table 2.11 Number of detections on night time II IR data
Collection name
062_18_32_40
062_19_25_30
062_19_50_03
062_19_56_43
062_19_37_05
062_19_32_17
062_19_27_04
062_19_19_50
062_19_02_24
062_18_47_39
062_18_33_33
062_18_24_35
062_18_25_45
062_19_45_45
062_19_41_57
062_18_17_53

Number of frames processed
32
64
2207
2135
656
688
1000
1440
2151
840
1032
48
1400
544
864
1952

HAAR
29
62
1182
1072
467
474
665
1104
1690
29
427
45
1123
316
555
1708

SVD
28
59
1354
1242
453
450
665
1030
1568
130
607
44
1009
338
585
1530

IBD
24
57
1336
1354
390
376
796
1073
1236
35
971
6
904
446
673
915
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Table 2.12 Number of detections on night time III IR data
Collection name
051_02_34_01
051_03_39_25
051_03_31_11
051_03_46_59
051_03_54_16
051_03_57_03
051_02_41_28
051_02_50_11
051_03_06_10
051_03_13_31
051_03_20_22
051_03_25_41

Number of frames processed
792
1488
1560
1592
824
192
480
64
1376
1216
768
1160

HAAR
215
239
43
43
68
17
3
8
7
1
13
33

SVD
50
87
2
2
27
4
2
1
2
3
2
25

IBD
135
114
288
166
30
11
80
14
153
110
79
148

Table 2.13 Number of detections on night time MSI data
Collection name
052_02_22_14
052_02_08_41
052_02_15_48
052_02_29_13
052_01_57_57
052_02_03_56
052_01_42_25
052_01_49_47
052_01_28_39
052_01_15_49
052_01_22_34
052_01_36_06

Number of frames processed
1493
1943
1623
1180
1060
904
1365
1580
1682
1847
1583
1626

HAAR
1452
1884
1575
1159
1059
892
1364
1579
825
214
605
1600

SVD
281
405
316
198
69
165
88
291
5
159
44
90

IBD
1492
1942
1622
1180
1060
904
1364
1578
1655
447
962
1619
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Table 2.14 Number of detections on day time MSI data
Collection name
051_21_39_29
051_21_45_56
051_21_59_53
051_21_19_58
051_21_27_02
051_21_33_05
051_22_19_49
051_22_25_35
051_22_26_55
051_21_53_30
051_21_55_50
051_21_16_35
051_22_06_40
051_22_12_56
051_22_31_39
051_22_38_24
051_22_43_44
051_22_50_27

Number of frames processed
1641
1681
1977
1375
988
1202
1188
268
775
518
798
590
1631
1457
1081
1155
1113
1354

HAAR
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
1
8
1
1
6

SVD
11
20
18
22
6
10
12
4
22
5
3
19
21
13
92
63
74
70

IBD
6
5
12
15
6
8
9
4
27
2
244
26
28
9
27
9
4
27
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3. PSF ESTIMATION
In order to restore an image it is critical to identify the degradation function. A
degradation function in the context of image de-blurring is more often referred to as Point
Spread Function (PSF). Iterative image restoration techniques require the PSF to obtain
the restored image [27]. In this thesis, the focus was on estimation of the PSF for motion
blurred images. Section 2 briefly talked about the detection of motion blurred images and
this section addresses estimation of PSFs. It is important to study the characteristics of
these motion blurred images before attempting to estimate the PSF. The Fourier
transform of the PSF is given by

H ( x ,  y )   h( x, y)e

2 i ( x x  y y )

dxdy

(3.1)

where h( x, y) denotes the PSF that caused the degradation and  x ,  y represents the
frequency components in the x and y directions respectively. During a motion blur,
pixel intensity of the original uncorrupted image points are shared between these image
plane points according to the relative motion in which the pixel is exposed to light from
the original pixel [27]. In simple words, adjacent points in the image plane are exposed to
the same point on the object plane during the exposure time [11]. In real time imaging,
the exposure time is very small, of the order of a fraction of a second typically between
(1/10000 sec 1/100 sec) . The averaging of the pixel gray values over neighboring

pixels in the motion direction acts as a low pass filter in the spatial domain.
Since the motion blur leaves a strong noticeable impression on the blurred image
that is prominent in the direction of motion, it is required to identify the blur direction
relative to the image axis. Consequently, image resolution is expected to decrease in the
motion direction [27]. When a motion blurred image is convolved with a high pass filter
in the direction of motion, it will result in maximum suppression of image intensities than
if the same image was convolved with a high pass filter in other directions. The motion
direction can be identified by measuring the direction where the power spectrum of the
image derivative is lowest [27]. In the following, three different methods for the
estimation of motion blur direction and two methods of blur length are discussed and
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subsequently the three methods are evaluated for synthetically blurred images and real
blurred images.

3.1 AUTOCORRELATION METHOD
In [11], an auto-correlation function (ACF) method was developed to estimate the
motion blur parameters. When the relative homogeneity of an image is high, a derivative
of such a blurred image along the motion direction will suppress the homogeneous area
inside the tracks of the smear and emphasize their edges. As a blurred image contains
more homogeneous area image content is significantly suppressed. Also, the image
derivative on such an image will yield information that can be further investigated to
estimate the extent of blur.
When a derivative followed by auto-correlation is applied in the motion direction,
a minimum can be expected in the autocorrelation function of the image derivative at a
distance of blur extent from the zero-shift center of the ACF function.
3.1.1. Identification of Motion Direction. Motion direction identification is
based on the principle of finding that angle where the image derivative is lowest. That is,
on performing a convolution between the image and its directional derivative results in
f (i, j )k  f (i, j )* Dk (i, j )

(3.2)

where f  i, j  is the blurred image of size M  N under investigation and Dk  i, j  is the
derivative operator and * is the 2D convolution. Dk  i, j  , for any arbitrary direction k is
given by

0 
 1
Dk  i, j   

1  tan(k ) tan(k ) 

(3.3)

The total intensity of the convolution in each direction is then given by equation (3.4).
N 1 M 1

I  f  i, j k   1 | f  i, j k |, where, 0  k  90
i 0

(3.4)

j 0

The direction where the total image intensity in equation (3.4) results in a
minimum, gives the blur direction.
As an example, an 8 pixel motion blur in the horizontal direction relative to the
image axis was applied on natural image of Figure 3.1. The artificial motion blur was
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introduced by using the fspecial function available in MATLAB®. A 25dB noise was
added to this blurred image to learn the effectiveness of this algorithm with noise.

sharp Image

Figure 3.1 Test sharp image

8 pixel blurred image corrupted with 25dB noise

Figure 3.2 An 8 pixel blurred image corrupted with 25dB noise
On applying equations (3.2) through (3.4) a plot of direction vs normalized
directional derivative was obtained as shown in Figure 3.3. It can be inferred from Figure
3.3 that a blur direction of 0 was estimated as seen from the minima of the normalized
image derivative.
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Estimation of blur direction using ACF method
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Figure 3.3 Estimation of blur direction using ACF method
Another example of direction estimation using ACF method is shown in Figure
3.4. The image of Figure 3.1 was motion blurred at an angle of 27 and at a length of 8
pixel blur at 25dB noise. ACF method estimated a 23 motion blur as seen in Figure 3.4.
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Estimation of blur direction using ACF method
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Figure 3.4 Estimation of direction using ACF method
3.1.2. Identification of Blur Extent. The ACF computed on the image derivative
lines in the motion direction was calculated using
Rl  j  

M

 l i  j  l i 

where, j ∈ [-M,M], where l  i   0 , for i ∉ [0,M]

(3.5)

i  M

The blur extent was then calculated by noting the distance between the zero-shift
of the auto-correlation function and the first minimum from that zero-shift center.
In continuation with the same example used for direction estimation, length
estimation was performed using equation (3.5). A motion blur of 6 pixel length was
introduced in the horizontal direction. ACF was computed on each row of the image
derivative and then the mean of the ACFs was used for identification purpose. The mean
of the ACFs computed on the image derivative lines is shown in Figure 3.5. It can be
seen that a blur pixel length of 7 was detected for this example.
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Estimation of blur length using ACF method
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Figure 3.5 Length estimation using ACF method
To overcome ambiguous minima’s, the blurred image was average filtered prior
to computing the image derivative following which ACF algorithm was applied. Figure
3.6 represents the auto-correlation plotted on a single image derivative line for an average
filtered blurred image derivative. The true blur length used was 8 pixels blur in the
horizontal direction. In Figure 3.6, an 8 pixel blur was identified by the ACF algorithm.
The reason for lesser number of peaks and valleys around the zero shift center is that the
original image was filtered with a 3  3 low pass filter (LPF) prior to computing the
image derivative. Thus, the task of finding the first dominant minima in the ACF function
is easier in the latter case (LPF filtered). However, if the original image is not corrupted
with noise, low pass filtering the image prior to the derivative will result in incorrect
computation of image derivative and hence resulting in incorrect estimation of motion
blur.
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Estimation of length using ACF
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Figure 3.6 Estimation of ACF on an average filtered blurred image
3.2 HOUGH TRANSFORM METHOD
Auto-correlation based PSF estimation method is computationally expensive. This
can be attributed to the fact that auto-correlation involves finding correlation between the
neighboring pixels which will depend on the size of the image. The larger the image size,
the longer is the time it takes to compute ACF. Image derivative gets affected with
increased noise. Since ACF algorithm heavily depends on image derivative, the algorithm
incorrectly estimates the blur extent in the presence of increased noise. Thus there was a
need for improvement and relevant literature was studied. Hough transform was
considered as an option as its computational cost is lesser than ACF algorithm. The
underlying principle behind using Hough transform is detecting the line that is oriented in
the direction of motion blur relative to the image axis.
Hough transform is widely used in automated image analysis and computer vision
application for detecting lines and other specific shapes like circles, ellipses etc.
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Basically, Hough transform is a feature extraction technique that is based on the principle
of a voting procedure to confirm whether a given pixel is an edge pixel of a line.
For each pixel and its neighborhood, the Hough transform works by deciding if
that pixel is an edge pixel. If the Hough transform determines that there is indeed enough
evidence for a pixel to be an edge pixel, it then calculates the parameters of the line that
the pixel falls in and increases the corresponding location in the accumulator array by 1.
Figure 3.7 represents the simplest case of Hough transform for detecting straight
lines. The equation of the straight line is y  mx  b . In the Hough space, the Cartesian
co-ordinate system is transformed to (r , ) space. The parameter r represents the distance
to the line from the origin and  is the angle between the origin and the normal from the
straight line to the origin. Using the parametric approach the equation of a straight line
can now be written as
 cos 
 r 
y  
x

 sin 
 sin 

(3.6)

So for any given point ( x0 , y0 ) in the image plane, since an infinite number of
lines can pass through this point, any line that does pass through this point must obey
r ( )  x0cos( )  y0 sin( )

(3.7)

Figure 3.7 Hough parameter space
In [12], Hough transform based parameter estimation of motion blur has been
developed. A specific instance of motion blur is given where in the scene moves relative
to the sensor at a constant velocity V with an angle of  degrees relative to the horizontal
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axis during the exposure interval [0, T], and then the motion blur PSF h( x, y) for blur
length L is given by
h  x, y  

1
, if 0  x  Lcos ; y  Lsin
L

(3.8)

Estimation of motion blur parameters effectively involves finding the blur
direction and then computing the amount of pixel blur extent. The estimation proceeds on
the observation and assumption that the spectrum of an original non-blurred image is
isotropic whereas that of a blurred image is anisotropic.
Hough transform line detector algorithm was used to find the best line among
various detected lines. Since motion blurred image is biased in the direction of blur, a
prominent effect can be seen in one particular direction than any other direction. For
instance, the image frame on the left hand side of Figure 3.8 is blurred at 45 to the
horizontal axis whereas the image on the right side of Figure 3.8 is blurred at 70 to the
image axis.

Figure 3.8 Image frames blurred at 45 degrees and 70 degrees, respectively
The Fourier transform of the blurred image was computed and log spectrum of the
transform was obtained. In order to reduce the computational cost of Hough transform the
spectrum was binarized. Mean intensity of the spectrum was obtained and used as the
threshold value to obtain the binary image.
Hough transform was calculated on the binary image to arrive at the accumulator
array. For a given point ( x, y) in the image, the corresponding curve given by
r  x cos   y sin  is entered in the accumulator and the count in the accumulator array
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was increased for each point along the curve. Accumulator array was built by an
incremental voting process. The range of  was computed in equal steps and the step size
was passed into the computation block. Now each and every pixel in the image was
subject to the accumulator array. After all the pixels pass through the accumulator array,
the location where the maximum value in the accumulator occurs corresponds to the blur
direction. The  value corresponding to the maximum value of the accumulator array is
the angle perpendicular to the blur direction. True blur direction was obtained by
subtracting  from 90 .
The next step is to calculate the blur length. As in the case of finding the motion
direction, Fourier transform (FT) of the blurred image was calculated. The log spectrum
of the Fourier transform was computed and converted to binary image. Now, this binary
image was rotated in the direction opposite to the blur direction. The 2D image data was
then converted into 1D data by computing averages along columns. The estimation of
blur length is analogous to locating the frequency domain zeroes in a blurred image. The
frequency domain zeroes appear at periodic intervals and the distance between any two
zeroes gives the blur length. Similarly, the distance from the origin to the first zero also
gives the blur length as the zeroes appear on both sides of the frequency spectrum. Then,
inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) was computed on the 1D data and the first negative
value on the real part was located. The location of the first negative value in the 1D array
corresponds to blur pixel length.
Table 3.1 gives the (r ,  ) corresponding to the maximum value in the Hough
transform accumulator array.
Table 3.1 (r ,  ) corresponding to maximum in the Hough accumulator array

True blur Noise
pixel length (dB)
8
8
5

1
5
25

level True
direction
0
39
79

blur

(max

accumulator
array)
90
46
23

of Estimated
direction
0
44
67
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Angle estimation was carried out by considering only the first location in the
detected (r ,  ) array. The blur direction was obtained by subtracting  from 90 .
Length estimation was implemented as per the algorithm details given in Section
3.2. The inverse transform on the 1D data yielded the first negative real part at the 8 th
pixel. Thus, an 8-pixel blur was identified by Hough transform algorithm.

3.3 STEERABLE GAUSSIAN FILTER ANGLE ESTIMATION
Freeman and Adelson in [30] have provided a way to synthesize filters of
different orientations from a combination of basis filters. Basically, Steer Gaussian filter
method is an approach to calculate the response of the image by convolving with filters
oriented at different angles and identifying the maximal response. All functions that are
bandlimited in the angular frequency are steerable, that is they give enough basis filters
[30]. Consider a 2D Gaussian function G given by
G( x, y)  e ( x

2

 y2 )

(3.9)

The 1st derivative of the above Gaussian function along the x-axis ( 0 ) is given by
G10 ( x, y) 

 x 2  y 2 
 G( x, y)
 2 xe
x

(3.10)

Now, after rotating the Gaussian function by 90 gives a derivative of

G190 ( x, y) 
The

and

 x 2  y 2 
 G( x, y)
 2 ye
y

(3.11)

are called the basis filters from which any filter G1 at any

arbitrary angle  can be synthesized given by

G1  cos( )G10  sin( )G190

(3.12)

From these basis filters, image response was found out by convolving the image
filtered with G190 and G10 giving
R10  G10 * I

(3.13)

R190  G190 * I

(3.14)

And then linear combination of these two filters at any given direction gives

R1  cos( ) R10  sin( ) R190

(3.15)
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The direction range for the purpose of direction estimation was chosen from 0 to
180 . The test image was convolved with Steerable Gaussian filter at different

orientations and the response was calculated. It is to be noted that the response image in
each direction is a 2D matrix. Absolute magnitude of the response image was calculated
at each orientation. The orientation corresponding to the lowest magnitude sum was
decided as the blur direction. For an image blurred at 60 , the estimated angle was 54 as
shown in the Figure 3.9.

Estimation of blur direction using Steer Gaussian filter
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Figure 3.9 Direction estimation using steerable Gaussian filter
The length estimation followed the same approach as auto-correlation method
given in Section 3.1. The angle obtained in steerable Gaussian filter was used as input to
calculate image directional derivative in ACF method. The angle estimation error
distribution using SGF method at different noise intervals is shown in Figure 3.10. 100
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randomly chosen angles were tested at different noise levels 1dB, 5dB, and 25dB. The
range of the angles was [-90,90].
Error estimate using SGF angle estimation method at different noise levels tested on 100 randomly generated directions
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Figure 3.10 Angle error estimate using SGF method at different noise variance

3.4 PSF ESTIMATION RESULTS
The above described algorithms were tested on synthetically blurred images and
the results are tabulated. All the algorithms were implemented in MATLAB ® running on
Intel Core 2 Duo machine with 2.40 GHz processor with 2 GB of RAM memory. Since
the study pertained to motion blurred images, different sharp images were artificially
blurred by introducing motion blur of different lengths and different orientations. Then,
the artificially blurred image was corrupted with Gaussian noise at different levels of
noise variance namely 25dB, 5dB and 1dB, respectively.
Tests were also performed on naturally motion blurred images for the data set of
2009 provided by NVESD.
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Before presenting the results it is critical to mention the assumptions and
conditions under which the algorithms were implemented. In calculating the accumulator
array, angle step of 10 was used and the segment size used was 3  3 . The blur direction
was obtained by locating the direction corresponding to the maximum value in the
accumulator array.
Since the direction of motion is perpendicular to the one obtained using Hough
transform, angle computed from the accumulator array was subtracted from 90 . The
binary image used to input into the Hough transform was calculated by thresholding the
log Fourier transform of the given image. Threshold value was obtained dynamically by
calculating the mean value of the log Fourier transform. The minimum distance between
the lines was restricted to 10 and the angle interval ranged from –π/2 to π/2 in increments
of π/180.
On detecting the blur direction, the binary image was rotated by an amount of blur
direction in counter clockwise direction. Mean of the rotated image was computed along
each column resulting in a row vector. Inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) was then
computed on the 1D row vector. The first location where the real part of the IFFT
resulted in a negative value was declared the blur pixel length.
For the auto-correlation method, the angle estimated using the steer Gaussian
filter was used as input to compute the directional derivative in the motion direction. In
this thesis, the auto-correlation (ACF) was computed on the center line of the derivative
image resulting in a 1D row vector. The distance from the zero shift of ACF to the
location of the 1st minimum was declared as the blur pixel length. Figure 3.11 presents
sample image used for study.
3.4.1. Analysis of PSF Estimation on Artificially Blurred Images. The test
image of Figure 3.11 was used to motion blur at a given angle and given length.
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Figure 3.11 Uncorrupted sharp image for PSF estimation tests
The direction range was chosen from [-90, 90] and the pixel length was chosen
between 0 and 8. In the test results shown below, the true blur lengths used were 8 pixel
blur during one test and 3 pixel blur during the second test. Eight blur directions were
chosen between [-90, 90]. The test was conducted at different levels of additive Gaussian
noise to study the effectiveness of the algorithm at 25dB, 5dB and 1dB noise variance,
respectively.
The experiment was repeated for 20 times in order to study the confidence
measure of the estimated PSF values. The number in the X-axis of the chart indicates the
noise level. Figure 3.12 presents the results of PSF estimation using Hough transform
based method carried out for 20 trials at different noise levels. The quantity on the Y-axis
is the estimation error in terms of number of pixels. Error in this context refers to the
difference between the true blur pixel length and the length estimated using estimation
algorithm (Hough algorithm) in this case.
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Error estimate using Hough method at different levels of noise variance tested for 20 trials
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Figure 3.12 Blur length estimation error using Hough method
Figure 3.13 presents the results of study of estimation error on the same image of
Figure 3.10 blurred at different angles and lengths using ACF method. It can be inferred
from Figure 3.13 that with the increase in noise level, the error between the true and
estimated blur length also increased. Also, it can be seen that there is an outlier at 5dB
noise in Figure 3.13. Outliers indicate bad estimation. Outliers signify that the difference
between true and estimated blur pixel length is high. Figure 3.14 shows the results of
estimation error using SGF method. As mentioned earlier, the direction computed from
the steer Gaussian filter was used to compute the image directional derivative and then
ACF method was used for length estimation. Although both SGF and ACF method use
the same algorithm for length estimation, it can be observed from Figure 3.13 and Figure
3.14 that ACF method resulted in lesser estimation error compared to SGF method.
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Figure 3.13 Blur length estimation error using ACF method

Error estimate using SGF method at different levels of noise tested for 20 trials at different blur directions
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Figure 3.14 Blur length estimation error using SGF method
The distribution of pixel error estimate tested at different blur directions using
Hough algorithm is given in Figure 3.15. True blur lengths used were 2 pixel blur and 8
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pixel blur. The algorithm was tested at all three noise levels viz. 1dB, 5dB and 25dB for
each direction.
Error estimate using Hough method at different blur directions and noise levels tested for 20 trials
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Figure 3.15 Blur length estimation error using Hough method at different directions
The distribution of pixel error estimate tested at different blur directions using
ACF method is given in Figure 3.16. True blur lengths were 2 pixel blur and 8 pixel blur.
The same set of directions as Hough method was used for ACF method in order to
maintain uniformity.
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Error estimate using ACF method at different blur directions tested for 20 trials
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Figure 3.16 Blur length estimation error using ACF method at different blur directions

The distribution of pixel error estimate using SGF method tested at different blur
directions is given in Figure 3.17. The test conditions were the same as ACF method and
Hough method where the true blur lengths were 8 pixel blur at one instance and 2 pixel
blur during another instance. The noise level used was 1dB, 5dB and 25dB noise in each
direction.
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Error estimate using SGF method for 20 trials tested at different blur directions
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Figure 3.17 Blur length estimation error using SGF method at different blur directions
3.4.2. Results of PSF Estimation on Naturally Blurred Images. The data set of
2009 provided by NVESD was used for the tests. Tests were performed on chosen
motion blurred IR and MSI collections. Some examples of naturally motion blurred
images are given in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.18 Representative low motion blurred frame (062_19_25_30_12)
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Figure 3.19 Representative high motion blurred frame (062_19_25_30_20)
Certainly Figure 3.19 is more blurred than Figure 3.18. Hough algorithm
computed a 3 pixel blur on the frame shown in Figure 3.18 and an 8 pixel blur on the
frame shown in Figure 3.19. Another example of naturally motion blurred frames is given
in Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21. In Figure 3.20, a 6 pixel blur extent was identified by
Hough algorithm whereas a 4 pixel blur was detected by auto-correlation based
algorithm. The frame shown in Figure 3.21 was detected as a 7 pixel blur by Hough
estimate and 11 pixel blur by auto-correlation estimate.

Figure 3.20 Representative low motion blurred frame (062_19_25_30_40)
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Figure 3.21 Representative high motion blurred frame (062_18_32_40_27)

Overall results of data night time III for collection 062_19_25_30 and data IR
32_40 is given in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, respectively. The results of PSF estimation
applied on 25_30 and 32_40 MSI data are given in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, respectively.

Table 3.2 Estimated blur length on night time IR III data collection 062_19_25_30
Collection frame name
062_19_25_30_ 000001.rawl
062_19_25_30_ 000002.rawl
062_19_25_30_ 000003.rawl
062_19_25_30 _000006.rawl
062_19_25_30_ 000007.rawl
062_19_25_30_ 000009.rawl
062_19_25_30_ 000010.rawl
062_19_25_30_ 000011.rawl
062_19_25_30_ 000012.rawl
062_19_25_30 _000013.rawl
062_19_25_30 _000015.rawl
062_19_25_30_000016.rawl
062_19_25_30_000017.rawl
062_19_25_30_000018.rawl
062_19_25_30_000019.rawl
062_19_25_30_000020.rawl
062_19_25_30_000022.rawl
062_19_25_30_000023.rawl
062_19_25_30_000025.rawl
062_19_25_30_000026.rawl
062_19_25_30_000028.rawl
062_19_25_30_000033.rawl

Hough Estimate
5
8
7
7
6
5
8
6
3
3
8
9
3
7
9
8
8
5
6
9
8
8

Auto-correlation Estimate
1
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
5
2
8
6
4
1
4
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Table 3.2 Estimated blur length on night time IR III collection 062_19_25_30 (contd.)
062_19_25_30_000035.rawl
062_19_25_30_000036.rawl
062_19_25_30_000037.rawl
062_19_25_30_000038.rawl
062_19_25_30_000039.rawl
062_19_25_30_000040.rawl
062_19_25_30_000041.rawl
062_19_25_30_000042.rawl
062_19_25_30_000043.rawl
062_19_25_30_000045.rawl
062_19_25_30_000048.rawl
062_19_25_30_000049.rawl
062_19_25_30_000055.rawl
062_19_25_30_000056.rawl
062_19_25_30_000057.rawl
062_19_25_30_000058.rawl
062_19_25_30_000059.rawl
062_19_25_30_000060.rawl
062_19_25_30_000062.rawl

6
8
8
5
5
6
7
8
6
7
3
8
8
7
6
7
6
8
6

4
4
5
2
4
4
1
3
2
3
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
3
5

Table 3.3 Estimated blur length on data IR collection 32_40
Collection frame name
062_18_32_40_000001.rawl
062_18_32_40_000003.rawl
062_18_32_40_000006.rawl
062_18_32_40_000007.rawl
062_18_32_40_000008.rawl
062_18_32_40_000009.rawl
062_18_32_40_000010.rawl
062_18_32_40_000011.rawl
062_18_32_40_000012.rawl
062_18_32_40_000013.rawl
062_18_32_40_000015.rawl
062_18_32_40_000016.rawl
062_18_32_40_000017.rawl
062_18_32_40_000027.rawl
062_18_32_40_000028.rawl
062_18_32_40_000029.rawl
062_18_32_40_000030.rawl
062_18_32_40_000031.rawl
062_18_32_40_000032.rawl

Hough Estimate
9
8
7
8
6
8
8
6
5
3
5
9
5
7
8
9
6
9
8

Auto-correlation Estimate
5
2
1
7
1
4
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
11
6
2
6
3
7
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Table 3.4 Estimated blur length on MSI collection 25_30 band1
Collection frame name
062_19_25_30_000001.rawl
062_19_25_30_000002.rawl
062_19_25_30_000005.rawl
062_19_25_30_000006.rawl
062_19_25_30_000007.rawl
062_19_25_30_000008.rawl
062_19_25_30_000009.rawl
062_19_25_30_000010.rawl
062_19_25_30_000011.rawl
062_19_25_30_000012.rawl
062_19_25_30_000013.rawl
062_19_25_30_000017.rawl
062_19_25_30_000018.rawl
062_19_25_30_000020.rawl
062_19_25_30_000021.rawl
062_19_25_30_000023.rawl
062_19_25_30_000025.rawl
062_19_25_30_000026.rawl
062_19_25_30_000027.rawl
062_19_25_30_000031.rawl
062_19_25_30_000033.rawl
062_19_25_30_000035.rawl
062_19_25_30_000037.rawl
062_19_25_30_000038.rawl
062_19_25_30_000039.rawl
062_19_25_30_000042.rawl
062_19_25_30_000043.rawl
062_19_25_30_000045.rawl
062_19_25_30_000047.rawl
062_19_25_30_000048.rawl
062_19_25_30_000049.rawl
062_19_25_30_000050.rawl
062_19_25_30_000052.rawl
062_19_25_30_000053.rawl
062_19_25_30_000056.rawl
062_19_25_30_000057.rawl
062_19_25_30_000058.rawl
062_19_25_30_000059.rawl
062_19_25_30_000060.rawl
062_19_25_30_000061.rawl
062_19_25_30_000062.rawl
062_19_25_30_000063.rawl
062_19_25_30_000066.rawl
062_19_25_30_000067.rawl

Hough Estimate
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
3
6
6
3
6
6
6
6

Auto-correlation estimate
5
1
3
7
2
1
2
6
1
2
3
6
6
2
7
4
2
5
11
8
3
7
2
8
3
6
5
3
3
8
2
1
2
4
9
1
2
2
8
8
3
7
1
2
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Table 3.5 Estimated blur length on MSI collection 32_40 band1
Collection frame name
062_18_32_40_000002.rawl
062_18_32_40_000003.rawl
062_18_32_40_000005.rawl
062_18_32_40_000006.rawl
062_18_32_40_000007.rawl
062_18_32_40_000008.rawl
062_18_32_40_000009.rawl
062_18_32_40_000010.rawl
062_18_32_40_000013.rawl
062_18_32_40_000015.rawl
062_18_32_40_000018.rawl
062_18_32_40_000020.rawl
062_18_32_40_000021.rawl
062_18_32_40_000022.rawl
062_18_32_40_000023.rawl
062_18_32_40_000025.rawl
062_18_32_40_000026.rawl
062_18_32_40_000027.rawl
062_18_32_40_000028.rawl
062_18_32_40_000029.rawl
062_18_32_40_000030.rawl
062_18_32_40_000031.rawl
062_18_32_40_000032.rawl
062_18_32_40_000033.rawl
062_18_32_40_000035.rawl
062_18_32_40_000036.rawl
062_18_32_40_000037.rawl
062_18_32_40_000038.rawl
062_18_32_40_000040.rawl
062_18_32_40_000041.rawl

Hough Estimate
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6

Auto-correlation estimate
2
2
2
2
7
4
3
1
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
2
4
2
5
1
3
6
1
2
5
2
2
1
4
3
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis considers the problem of blur detection as a critical image quality
metric. The problem of blur detection has been pursued by computer vision researchers
for a very long time. The ability of a computer to detect between a good and bad image
data is challenging task especially in time critical real time applications. The problem of
automatic blur detection finds application in modern digital cameras that can detect for
bad images and automatically discard them, time critical image inspection, biomedical
applications in detecting images that even an experienced cardiologist will not be able to
say whether an image is good or not. A large number of airborne images that was
captured in 2009 suffered motion blur and some of them suffered defocus blur. Manual
inspection of the massive data set consumed several man hours and hence an automatic
detection for blur in these airborne images became inevitable.
In this thesis, a direct form of blur detection has been used that looks for distinct
features in the image. Edges in the image get severely affected on the event of an image
blur and lose their sharpness and some of the edges tend to completely disappear. Based
on [7], this study has focused on identifying the different edge types and the effect of blur
on these different edge types viz. Dirac-structure, Roof-structure and Step-structure
edges. Identifying the edges in an image has always been a challenging area in image
processing and continues to be so.
Another blur detection algorithm exploited the fact that the variation in pixel
intensities of neighboring pixels in a sharp image is much higher than a blurred image. It
is intuitive that any attempt to further blur an already blurred image would result in lesser
variation between neighboring pixel intensities than an attempt to blur an original sharp
image which would result in higher pixel variations. Blur extent was obtained by arriving
at a factor of maximum between the horizontal blur and vertical blur. The intentional
blurring method resulted in a much faster test. However, large number of false alarms
was obtained due to scenes of featureless terrains and low contrast images.
Singular value decomposition was performed on 3rd level Haar decomposition.
Edge strength factor was evaluated on an image obtained from the horizontal and
diagonal details of the 3rd level Haar decomposition. Blur decision was then arrived by
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comparing a ratio of singular values to a threshold value. Singular value decomposition
method based on Haar wavelet transform resulted in capturing much of the detection that
were missed by the original Haar wavelet method. This modified method using SVD had
the least number of false alarms among the three blur detection algorithms evaluated
here.
The second part of the thesis focused on estimating the point spread function from
a motion blurred image. Two algorithms were pursued for the purpose of study. The
algorithms were validated first on synthetically blurred images by comparing the actual
blur parameters to the estimated values. The NVESD data set of 2009 was used to make
visual verification on selected airborne data. The two methods that were researched and
studied for PSF estimation were auto-correlation based method and Hough transform
based method. The success of both these algorithm in detecting the true blur lengths
depends on the identification of motion direction. Steerable Gaussian filter approach was
used to determine the motion direction which was later used to detect the blur length in
Auto-correlation method.
ACF method takes advantage of the fact that the homogeneity and smoothness in
the motion direction is greater than any other direction in the image. As a result,
derivative followed by autocorrelation in the motion direction, will result in a minimum
in the autocorrelation function (ACF) at a distance of blur extent from the zero shift
center of the ACF. In the tests carried out in this thesis it was observed that the ACF
method was able to identify the blur extent correctly when the motion direction was
parallel to the image axis even at Gaussian noise level as high as 25dB.
Hough transform based estimation method is a frequency domain approach to
estimate the PSF. Identification of the motion direction is based on the fact that the
spectrum of a non-blurred image is isotropic i.e. spreads out in all directions equally
whereas the spectrum of a blurred image is anisotropic i.e. biased in the direction of the
blur. Hough transform PSF estimation method works on an incremental voting method to
compute the direction based on which blur length was calculated. When compared to
ACF method, Hough estimate method was less affected by noise whereas the former
suffered severe degradation in detection performance.
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Further work could be simultaneous decision based on detection and estimation
and discarding the bad frames dynamically. Also, detection can be extended to give more
specific details as to whether the image suffered a motion blur or defocus blur and
accordingly carry out the estimation part.
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